Golden Harvest® Seed Advisors provide the expertise to help you get consistent results from your investment, season by season. The E-Luminate® digital experience, available through your Golden Harvest Seed Advisor, makes that task more precise with corn and soybean planting guides tailored to your local region. With E-Luminate, you’ll quickly assess field attributes and choose the best products and actions to support your seed decisions, from selection to successful harvest.

**PRODUCT ANALYZER LITE**

- Showcases all Syngenta® and Golden Harvest research in a tap or click, allowing you to see the breadth of product trialing while focusing on data at the local level
- Consolidates all field data characteristics into 1 convenient digital portal, including genetics, agronomy, environmental factors and soils
- Robust research technology equates to less comparison locations to provide alike performance results – Product Analyzer Lite uses proprietary methods to classify soils and weather environments, enabling you to compare similar locations
SEED SELECTOR

• Premier digital ag platform that calculates soil, climate and agronomy insights affecting yield, and ultimately the profit potential of seed selection options

• Designed to extrapolate seed characteristics across terrains and environmental pressures, this feature arms you with data-backed accuracy you can trust

• Seed recommendations reflect actual performance comparisons across hybrids and varieties, by year and region, based on precise statistical analysis

DECISION HUB

• The 3-D look and feel allows you to view your data differently than ever before, consolidating precision information for better decision making

• Integration with the John Deere® Operations Center offers an automatic and seamless assimilation with yield data to further improve seed decisions

• As of 2020, harvest data can be automatically shared with Golden Harvest Seed Advisors via E-Luminate to determine tailored seed decisions for the season ahead
FIELD-SPECIFIC WEATHER RADAR

- Builds off 20 years of weather data on a field-by-field basis to identify environmental patterns
- Evaluates environmental factors such as precipitation, wind, humidity and dew point to allow more educated management decisions
- Available as a mobile-friendly app that allows you to see real-time Doppler radar weather insights as you walk from one field to another, or perhaps sit back in the comfort of your home

SATELLITE AND DRONE FIELD IMAGERY

- Illustrates close-up analysis of detailed satellite and drone field imagery
- Digitally maps out potential signs of diseases, pests and poor nutrition, reducing the area that needs to be covered by on-site scouting up to 90%
- With blazing-fast, high-resolution imagery, detecting crop problems and resolving field issues is easier than ever

Contact your Golden Harvest Seed Advisor or find one near you at GoldenHarvestSeeds.com to enhance your corn and soybean product placement.